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REX BEACH
SEBRING, FLORIDA
November 26th, 1941
Dear Fellow Alumnus:
I know that every one of us "old grads" would like to give Rollins
something besides gratitude. But we take a look at our check book and
say "How can I give anything for endowment? My little 'mite' would be
lost in the shuffle." I know all of us are poor. Worse, we FEEL poor.
But you don't have to give a million dollars. I don't know anyone
that HAS a million dollars now, do you?
Did you ever hear of "Living Endowment"? This is a plan which
has been tried by the alumni of other colleges with great success.
Under it, each alumnus pledges himself to make an annual contribution
of the INTEREST on a certain amount. If you can spare as much as $15
a year you are giving the INTEREST on $500 worth of endowment ;
$30 a year is the INTEREST on $1,000.
Rollins needs a great deal more endowment. It ought to have two
or three times as much as the million dollars it now has. Do you
know that interest rates are now so low that Rollins actually gets
LESS income from its present endowment that it did sixteen years
ago from just a little over half as much endowment?
Under the Unit Cost Plan at Rollins, wealthy students gladly
pay their way, and every dollar of endowment income and unrestricted
gifts is used for scholarships and loans to help the very best and
most deserving students in the College. Rollins is not a "rich man's
College". Forty per cent of the students must have help or go home.
Rollins must keep those students, no matter what happens. They
really MAKE Rollins the outstanding College it is today.
I'm satisfied that if we alumni would really stop and think,
hundreds of us could dig up fifteen or thirty dollars a year.
Therefore I propose that the Alumni Association set as their goal
for 1942 to underwrite $500,000 worth of "Living Endowment".
That means that at least 500 of us would have to subscribe for an
average of $30 a year. That would help a small army of youngsters
who are having their financial struggles (even as many of us did)
to finish their work at Rollins.
It has been suggested that "Rollins Alumni Living Endowment
Bonds" be issued to each subscriber. If one pledged $15 a year he
would get a $500 "Bond", a $30 a year payment would rate a $1 000
bond; $300 a year a $10,000 bond. The Alumni Secretary would send
you the "coupons" as a reminder when your "interest pavment"
falls due.
What do you think of this idea? Write to the Alumni Secretary,
Katherine Lehman, and give her your suggestions. One thing I do
know and that is that there are rough days ahead for all private
institutions m these critical war years, increasing taxes, etc.
I know the Rollins Alumni are solidly behind the College. Let's all
take a "living Endowment Bond" for 1942.

Sincerely,
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Dean Anderson
Accepts Presidency
of Whitman College
S. ANDERSON, dean of Rollins since 1928, has been called to
Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington to become its sixth president. Dean
Anderson will complete the present school
year at Rollins and will leave for the West
following commencement.
Whitman College is the second oldest school
in the Northwest, having been founded in
1859, and was originally Congregational, but
like Rollins, which had a similar inception, it
is now nonsectarian. It has an enrollment of
around 700 and is located in the residential
section of Walla-Walla, with a beautiful
campus, large buildings and a generous endowment.
He will succeed Dr. W. A. Bratton who has reached the
age of retirement. The college is fully accredited, with all
accrediting groups, and while it has a very strong conservatory, this is only one of its many outstanding departments. The curriculum is divided into three parts—pure
science, political science, letters and arts. "Principles of
Good Government" is a required course for every student
at Whitman.
Dean Anderson's association with Rollins has been one
of wide achievement and his departure will leave a vacancy
on many boards and committees of the Southeast having
to do with civic and defense matters as well as educational.
He is a member of the State committee for the utilization of scientific resources, the State defense council and
other organizations. Never one to take his duties lightly,
Dr. Anderson has been active in all groups with which his
name is associated.
He came to Rollins in 1921 shortly after his graduation
from Bates College, Lewiston, Me. and taught chemistry.
He was away for a few years, teaching in the University
of Minnesota and North Carolina State College. He was
recalled to Rollins in 1928 to the position of Dean and for
a few years taught, also. As the College has grown, his
full time has been occupied with the duties of his office.
He was the originator of the adult education plan of
Rollins which has proved one of the outstanding features
of the season, bringing to Winter Park many Winter visitors who appreciate the excellent lecture courses open to
DR WINSLOW
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Dean Winslow S. Anderson

the public without cost. He was also active, with Dr.
Hamilton Holt, in establishing the conference plan at
Rollins.
Dr. Anderson was active in organizing the Phi Beta
Kappa alumni of Central Florida and was the first president of that group. He was one of the group organizing
the University Club of Winter Park also. He founded the
Rollins chapter of Theta Kappa Nu, which later merged
with Lambda Chi Omega, of which he is a national director and of which he will be national treasurer after January 1.
Mrs. Anderson has been active in college and campus
affairs. She is a member of Gamma Phi Beta Fraternity
and was one of the founders of the Rollins Women's Association. They have one daughter, Shirley.
The Andersons have a host of friends among the alumni
who will regret to hear of their leaving Rollins, but will
rejoice in this new honor that has come to them.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
and we're looking for you
ALUMNI DAY
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a 185 pound fullback from Haines City, pounded through
for five touchdowns to account for 30 of Rollins 52 points.
Mercer never threatened and made only one first down,
that a pass in the third quarter.

1941
FOOTBALL

Davis-Elkins came down from Elkins, W. Va. and was
treated with a 25-0 lesson on football. Rollins reserves
played much of this game or the count might have been
considerably higher.

rollicking Rollins Tars climaxed a successful
1941 grid season by plastering powerful Howard
College of Birmingham, Ala. with a 28-0 shellacking in a Homecoming battle that gave the Tars a seasonal
record of 5 won, two lost, and one tied. Tar backs, Grady
Ray. Quentin Bittle, and Earl Tyler ran brilliantly against
a Howard eleven which had been beaten only 13-0 by
Auburn and 28-6 by Tennessee.
THE

Through the last four campaigns the Blue and Gold
has played 35 football games, won 28, lost S, and tied 2,
one of the finest records to be compiled by any team in
the South.
When the season began Jack McDowall and line coach
Alex Waite had only five seniors and four juniors on the
squad. The rest of the 25 man squad was composed of
talented, but green sophomores. The dour McDowall declared at the Asheville, N. C. training camp that he would
be surprised if the Tars won half their games. Rollins
football followers are used to pessimistic statements
emerging from Mr. McDowall, but this year figured he
would have something upon which to base his gloomy
outlook on the situation.
Then the Tars opened with Davidson of the Southern
Conference, a team which hung the only loss of the season
on the 1940 squad, 19-6. This year the Tars and the Wildcats battled on even terms for four thrilling quarters and
wound up in a scoreless deadlock. Rollins gained first
down in the final quarter on the four yard line, but lacked
the punch to push the ball across. A few weeks later Davidson tied North Carolina State, 6-6, which brought out the
great work showed by the Tar sophomores.
Newberry College came next with a team that was undefeated in SIAA competition in 1940, although not
i apturing as many games in the conference as the champion
Tars. Through the first quarter of the game played in
Newberry, S. C. the teams engaged in a punting duel.
Then senior center Buddy Bryson of the Tars intercepted
a Newberry pass and raced 50 yards for a touchdown to
break the ice. After that Newberry folded and the Tars
piled up a 40-0 margin.
Coming back to the home base, the Tars drilled intensively for two weeks for all-important Miami game, but
lost to the great Hurricane outfit, 21-0, before 20,000
fans in the Orange Bowl.

The Tars then journeyed to Tampa for their annual
clash. The Spartans, with a gang of seniors who had never
beaten Rollins, were primed and ready. The student body
made a graveyard with individual markers of Tar players
and a Tar Baby was burned after a parade through the
downtown section, but it was all to no avail. Final score,
Rollins 13, Tampa 6. Tampa scored in the last quarter to
maintain a record of scoring on every oponent throughout the season.
The less said about the Presbyterian game the better.
The Blue Stockings came down with a record of four wins
and no defeats in SIAA competition, but an unexplained
loss to Mercer lured the Tars into false confidence. The
team just wasn't keyed and fumbled five times in the first
half, besides having three passes intercepted. Presbyterian, running off a T formation proved to have a really
capable team and took advantage of Tar miscues to score
14 points in the first half. Rollins finally clicked for one
sustained march, but a 14-6 setback was the best they
could achieve.
Bouncing back from Presbyterian, the Tars took it out
on Howard. Ralph Chisholm, a long, thin end from St.
Cloud gobbled in two passes for scores, Quentin Bittle
circled left tackle for nine and another score, and Earl
Tyler grabbed a lateral and zig-zagged 29 vards for the
fourth tally. All these boys are sophs.
Rollins scored 161 points to 41. Seniors graduating include Doyle Darnold, guard; Frank Grundler, back;
Ollie Barker, tackle, Orlando; Buddy Bryson, center,
Asheville, N. C. and Billy Middlebrooks, end, Winter
Garden. Nineteen freshmen who beat Tampa, 46-0 and
Miami, 28-0, return, as do 18 juniors and four seniors.

The Rollins Alumni Record
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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President
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Thomas P. Johnson, '34
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Just as the third quarter ended Miami tallied on a
lateral and the exhausted Tars lacking reserves, gave up
two more touchdowns on passes in the final quarter. Miami
raced through its first six games undefeated, but lost to
Florida, 14-0. and then Alabama, 21-7. Among the Hurricane victims, however, were Texas Tech and South
Carolina.
Following Miami, came Mercer in the first homegame
of the season. It was a breeze for the Tars as Grady Ray.
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Dr Stone
Named Dean
Dr. Wendell C. Stone

C. STONE, Professor of Philosophy in
Rollins College since 1933, has been elected dean of
the faculty upon the resignation of Dean Anderson
who will become President of Whitman College.
DR. WENDELL

Dr. Stone will assume his duties at the end of the present academic year. His appointment is announced by the
Board of Trustees following their decision not to seek a
dean to carry on all of the duties so ably discharged by
Dean Anderson, but rather to distribute these duties to
several executives. The scope of deanship hereafter will
be confined to the general realm of faculty relationships,
curriculum and improved methods of instruction.
The office, it is expected, would be a rotating one and
would be filled from time to time by different members of
the faculty. It is contemplated that Dr. Stone will serve
as dean for the two-year term of 1942-44. He will continue to teach philosophy but will be relieved of a portion
of the load he has hitherto carried.
Dr. Arthur D. Enyart, Dean of Men and Mrs. Marion
Cleveland, Dean of Women, will supervise student relations, both academic and social. The public relations and
other miscellaneous duties of Dean Anderson will be distributed to others of the faculty and staff most qualified.
Dr. Stone was born and reared in Ontario, Calif, and
there received his elementary and high school education.
His undergraduate work was done at Pomona College in
Califorina. Upon receiving his bachelor's degree he was
granted a teaching fellowship at the University of California, where he spent two years in teaching and graduate
study. At the end of these two years he was granted a
fellowship at Yale University, where he received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

Philosophical Association, Pi Gamma Mu, the National
Social Science Fraternity and of Phi Delta Theta.
Last June Rollins conferred upon Professor Stone the
Rollins Decoration of Honor and in the citation President
Holt said:
"Wendell Cornell Stone scholar, philosopher, beloved
and ideal teacher of youth; for your high scholarship in
your chosen field; for your outstanding leadership as a
member of the faculty; but especially for your devoted
service to Rollins College in its efforts to formulate a
sound philosophy of higher education for modern youth
in a modern time, I have the honor to confer on you the
Rollins Decoration of Honor and admit you to all its
rights and privileges."

Rollins Service Stars of the
Second World War
Gordon Lowell Spence, '37, killed September 16, 1941 at Fort Ord, California.
Lieut. Loren Maxwell Harrington, '38,
killed in plane crash, while on active
duty in the Panama Canal Zone, October 21, 1941.

He was called to Rollins College from Miami University
at Oxford, Ohio where he occupied the Chair of Professor
of Philosophy. Dr. Stone is a member of the American
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ROLLINS COLLEGE CALENDAR
1942
Winter Term—1942
January 5—Winter Term Opens
January 13—8:15 p. m.—Concert, Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida. High School Auditorium
January 14, IS—8:15 p. m.—Play, Annie Russell
Series. Annie Russell Theatre
January 17—8:15 p. m.—Rollins Women's Association Square Dance. Recreation Hall
January 18—8:15 p. m. — Dr. Harlan Tarbell,
world famous scientist, counsellor, and teacher
of magic. Annie Russell Series. High School
Auditorium
January 25—8:15 p. m.—Harold Bauer, pianist.
Annie Russell Series. Annie Russell Theatre
January 29, 30, 31—8:15 p. m.—"John Ferguson,"
Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre
February 1—8:15 p. m.—Rollins Women's Association movies. Annie Russell Theatre
February 2-5—Economic Conference. Annie Russell Theatre
February 3—8:15 p. m.—Concert, Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida. High School Auditorium
February 6, 7—International Relations Conference.
Annie Russell Theatre
February 7—Spanish Institute Dinner
February 8—8:15 p. m.—Alice Duer Miller, author
of "The White Cliffs." Annie Russell Series.
High School Auditorium
February 14—Rollins Women's Association Bridge
—afternoon
February 19, 20, 21—8:15 p. m— "Holiday," Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre
February 21—ALUMNI DAY
10:00 a. m.—Registration
1:00 p. m.—44th Annual Alumni LuncheonMeeting, College Commons
3 :30 p. m.—Annual Alumni Memorial Vesper Service. Knowles Memorial
Chapel
6:00 p. m.—Class Reunions
8:15 p.m.—Play, Rollins Student Players.
Annie Russell Theatre
February 22—
9:45 a. m.—Service, Knowles Memorial
Chapel
2:30 p.m.— "Rollins Animated Magazine."
Campus
8:15 p. m. — Vehudi Menuhin, violinist.
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Annie Russell Series.
High
School Auditorium
February 23—10:00 a. m.—Founders' Day Convocation. Knowles Memorial Chapel
February 26, 27—Annual Bach Festival. Knowles
Memorial Chapel
March 1—8:15 p. m.—Arthur Menkin, ace photographer. Annie Russell Series. High School
Auditorium
March 3—8:15 p. m.—Concert, Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida. High School Auditorium
March 5—Rollins Women's Association dinner and
benefit movie
March 6—Inter-racial Conference
March 7—Annual Meeting of the Florida Audubon Society. Annie Russell Theatre
March 12, 13—8:15 p. m.—Play, Annie Russell
Series. Annie Russell Theatre
March 18, 19—8:15 p. m.—Gilbert & Sullivan,
Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida. High
School Auditorium.
March 19—Winter Term Ends
Spring Term—1942
March 23—Spring Term Opens
March 24—8:15 p. m.—Concert, Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida. High School Auditorium.
March 26, 27—8:15 p. m.—Play, Annie Russell
Company. Annie Russell Theatre
April 3—12:00 noon—Annual Good Friday Service. Knowles Memorial Chapel
April 5—9:45 a. m.—Annual Easter Service.
Knowles Memorial Chapel
April 18—Annual Cervantes Celebration
April 23, 24, 25—8:15 p. m.—"Much Ado About
Nothing," Rollins Student .Players.
Annie
Russell Theatre
May 2—Speech Festival
May 14—Sprague Oratorical Contest, Annie Russell Theatre
May 29, 30—8:15 p. m.—"Her Master's Voice,"
Rollins Student Players. Annie Russell Theatre
May 31—10:30 a. m.—The Baccalaureate Service.
Knowles Memorial Chapel.
June 4— 7 :00 a. m.—Alumni-Senior Breakfast.
Family Tree, Lake Virginia
10:00 a. m.—Commencement. Knowles
Memorial Chapel
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ROLLINS CLUBS
BUFFALO: Betty Trevor Buffum extended her hospitality once again to Rollinsites of Buffalo Wednesday
night, November 27, when George Waddell was visiting
Buffalo.
Those who had been her guests for an outdoor supper
party in June at the time of a visit from Dr. Holt and
George Waddell knew better than to miss the evening. A
small group of Buffalonians got together for a grand
evening and at times forgot they were in Buffalo as they
watched friends doing familiar things at Rollins in the
movies that were shown them.
Crackers and cheese, coffee and cookies to say nothing
of the congenial company and remincences were responsible for a rather late departure of Betty's guests.
It was decided in truly American fashion to elect officers for a Rollins Club of Buffalo. The directors are
Chick Prentice, Chairman, Jean Crowley Prentice, Sandy
Showalter and Betty Trevor Buffum, secretary and treasurer.
Alumni and students of Rollins visiting Buffalo may
get the addresses or telephone numbers of any Rollins
alumni from Betty Trevor Buffum (Mrs. Sampson) 664
Richmond Ave., Telephone Lincoln 8129.
CHICAGO: (Directory of Chicago Alumni available to out-of-town alumni and students of Rollins at the
Hospitality Desk in the lobby of Palmer House.)
Tuesday evening, November 18, found Rollins Alumni
from near and far in a private room down in Harding's
Presidential Grill. Hank and Wilma Lauterback down
from Delavan, Wisconsin, reported that the pump business needed no priming. Before the evening was over
Wilma appeared again laughing into the color film of
Herman Siewert's camera from the horseshoe. Ditty Hannahs and Annie Whyte Wilder came in from Kenosha,
Wisconsin, which Annie insists is not out in the sticks at
all. Bill Reid came in from West Chicago. He is connected with St. Charles School for Boys out in St. Charles,
and Chairman Bob Burhans also of West Chicago stole a
little time off from his office in Montgomery Wards to
join us for the movies of the campus. The others were
from Chicago and its more immediately surburban towns.
Not only reminiscences and inquiries about mutual
friends, however. Plans were made for representative alumni from all Chicago areas to meet with Bill Reid and
Dave Schrage to carry through the Club's objective, to
make an organized effort to interest worthwhile prospective students in Rollins. The first action will be taking
over a booth at the New Trier-Evanstown High Schools
College Day in order to present the facts of Rollins to
the interested seniors and parents.
Tommy Thompson explained the Quarterback Club
activities and George Waddell, Alumni Field Secretary,
brought news from the campus along with some movies of
campus life taken by Herman Siewert and John Lonsdale. Jim Gowdy said the Club could meet at the Arena,
Chicago's Ice Rink, for a free skating party sometime in
the future. Here's a Club that is really starting things.
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If you're a Chicagoan you don't want to miss out, watch
for the next meeting!
MIAMI: On the evening of October 17 preceding
the annual Rollins-Miami football classic which drew
18,000 to Burdine Stadium, the Miami Club entertained
at dinner at the Seven Seas Restaurant. Present were
some 83 alumni, faculty and students, with Prexy as
guest of honor.
Dick Starr, president of the Club, opened the gala
meeting with a few short words, a whistle and a stop
watch, the last two to be used in timing all speeches. The
Alma Mater was sung and Prexy was introduced. Knowing how anxious everyone was to get to the game Dr.
Holt made a very short speech and yet gave a very clear
and understanding view of the new buildings, attendance
and latest developments on the campus.
George Waddell was introduced and presented, in brief,
the activities of other Alumni Clubs of Rollins throughout the country with praise for our growing interest.
Hats off to the Board ! Members of the newly elected
Board of the Miami Club met the following morning at
the unheard of hour of eight! That is true devotion. The
following were present and discussed with George Waddell plans for the Club activities for the'coming year:
Dick Starr, Chairman; Joyce Powers, Vice-Chairman
and Secretary; Virginia Mitchell, Treasurer; Arline
Kaye Howden, social secretary; Bob Wilson, chairman in
charge of Student Solicitation; J. K. Dorn, chairman in
charge of gifts; Fred Vanderpool and Lloyd Towle
members of gift committee.
An interesting thing the Club is doing is keeping a
scrapbook of clippings concerning their activities together
with minutes and names of those attending the meetings.

MILWAUKEE: Although Milwaukee alumni got
together for supper with Dr. Holt last June their first
organization meeting was held Wednesday, November
19, in the home of Katherine Putnam Bowers at eight
o'clock. A disagreeable rainy evening and the competition of a Chicago Rollins Club meeting the night before
conspired against a large gathering. Estelle Pipkorn
Drought, Harriet VanDame Watrous, Mary Nohl, Fred
Kasten, our hostess Kay Putnam Bowers, our host and
George Waddell here from the campus made up the charter membership. The five local alumni made Fred Kasten
and Katherine Bowers co-chairmen of a Committee composed of themselves to extend the activities and develop
the interest of Milwaukee Rollinsites. Idabelle Edwards
Thompson who arranged for the earlier meeting honoring Dr. Holt, was elected secretary of the Club.
Films taken by Herman Siewert and Johnny Lonsdale,
'38, were shown by Fred Kasten and revealed a new and
beautiful Rollins to nearly everyone who saw them. The
word brought by our Alumni Field Secretary was of even
further development, the story of a growing Rollins.
Those alumni charter members of the
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Board, decided to exert their efforts toward an increased
number of students from Milwaukee. They expect to have
a meetirig in March to which prospective students and
their parents may come and meet with the Director of Admissions.
NEW YORK: On September 20 of this year the
Hoard of Directors of the New York Club inaugurated a
party in honor of the new alumni and also for new students going to the college and old ones returning, to enable all of them to become acquainted for the first time or
to renew old acquaintances. Dr. Holt, Professor and Mrs.
A. J. Hanna, Mr. E. T. Brown, Dr. William Melcher,
Mr. and Mrs. George Holt as well as Dr. W. E. Fort and
Count de Noue, new members of the Rollins faculty and
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford Maser were present. Dr. and Mrs.
Albert Shaw, several parents of present students and approximately 85 alumni were present. The tea table was
centered with a bowl of yellow mums and blue delphinium
and was presided over by Virginia Clough and Jean Parker. It is hoped to make this an annual party.
The annual Pall party at the Shaw's is a looked forward
to event of the New York Club. It was held on October 5
and due to the heat the usual baseball game was dispensed
with, but much visiting took place until food time when a
huge fire was built and wienies were cooked and everyone
ate too much. Annual election for members of the Board
resulted as follows: Robert Stephens, chairman, Sarah
Yancey Belknap, recording secretary, Prances Montgomery, corresponding secretary, Charles Magruder, treasurer, Nancy Cushman, Jean Turner, Rudolph Toch, Virginia Clough, Marita Stueve, Mat Ely, Dudley Darling
and Clementine Hall.
On the evening of November 30 about sixty members
of the Club went to the Shaw barn for dancing. Caller
and fiddler were from the Country Dance Society, who
calls over C.B.S. Everything from the Polka, Virginia
Reel, regular and square dances were enjoyed with lots
of fun, hilarity and lack of wind. While "resting" songs
were sung, nursery rhyme competitions took place, conundrums were played and everyone drank cider and ate
doughnuts. Two top price seats for the latest musical
comedy were raffled off and won by Charles Varney. A
great time was had by all.
In addition to club meetings the New York Club reports that its Employment Advisory Committee has been
functioning actively for six months. The cases of ten alumni, most of them in the Class of '41, have been handled
by this committee and either directly or indirectly helped
to get into jobs around the city which interested them.
ORANGE COUNTY: On the afternoon of September 27 following the first faculty meeting of the new
academic year the Board of Directors of the Rollins Club
of Orange County entertained the faculty in Mayflower
Hall. A cold punch was served by Mrs. Lillian Wilmot
Fishback and Mrs. Edna Giles Fuller. This first social
gathering of the entire faculty was quite successful. This
little gesture of hospitality on the part of the home-folks
alumni club was only a beginning. Soon the Board was
planning for a big homecoming when all returning alumni
as well as their own members would be attending the football game and a big dance immediately following. Bill
Jennings was named chairman of the dance committee
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and alumni and students combined to make the dance an
outstanding success.
The game between Rollins and Howard was all that
could have been asked for. Immediately following the
game the "crowd" went to the Orlando Country Club
where Eddie King held sway. It was a grand success and
special thanks go to Bill Jennings, Red Winderweedle,
Frances Perrottet, Jack Buckwalter, Mary Evans Coffman, Becky Coleman Holt, Helen Steinmetz and Ray
Greene for their efforts.

Rollins Dedicates
Game to Service Men
dedicated the first home Football game of the
season to the Rollins men now serving in the armed
forces of Uncle Sam. The game was played at the
Greater Orlando Stadium on the night of October 27.
Service men from the Orlando Air Base were special
guests of the College for the game.
ROLLINS

During the half President Hamilton Holt with Colonel
Voss of the Air Base, a Color Guard and the two team
captains and the Rollins Band went to the center of the
field where a brief dedicatory service was held.
In dedicating the game
at the first intercollegiate
stadium of which we are
game between Mercer and
and those men of Rollins
forces of our country.

President Holt said: "Tonight,
game to be played at our new
all so proud, we dedicate this
Rollins to those men of Mercer
who are serving in the armed

"We are proud of these Mercer and Rollins men who
wear their country's uniform. One of our finest boys, Max
Harrington, only this week gave his life in the prosecution of his duty to his country. Some of our boys only 12
months ago wore the blue and gold colors of Rollins here
on this very field.
"But today their's is greater glory than could ever be
achieved on the football field. Ruskin has said war is the
greatest of all games because the stake is death. When
men face death, provided it is to achieve, maintain and
perpetuate liberty, justice and right, war brings out the
best in man's physical, mental and moral nature.
"Fortunately the youth of America have never been
called upon for wars of conquest, exploitation and enslavement. Rather our armed youth stand as guardians of our
liberties and as guarantors that the day will one day come
when as Victor Hugo prophesied, "The only battlefield
will be the market opening to commerce and the mind
opening to new ideas.'
"And so proudly we salute the sons of Mercer and the
sons of Rollins, whether on the land, on the sea, or in the
air. They serve America."
At the conclusion of Dr. Holt's tribute the Rollins Band
played the Star Spangled Banner, President Holt's party
left the field and the football teams again took their
places for the second half.
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CLASS NOTES
CLASS OF 1908
Secretary: Leon B. Fort, 309 Cherokee Drive, Orlando, Fla.
The Rollins Class of 1908 will please come to order.
Roll call will be dispensed with and we will get right
down to business.
Now, James Henry Buttram of Palmetto, Florida,
what have you been doing for the past thirty-three years
since you left Rollins?
James Henry looks over his glasses, grins and modestly
states that after leaving Rollins he attended the University at Gainesville and started to practice law June 1909.
The next year being leapyear and Buttram being a timid
soul, he got married. The Buttrams have three children,
James Henry, Jr., who is in defense work at the Jacksonville Air Base, and Louise 20, and Catherine 18, one in
the Florida State College and is James Henry, Sr. proud
of his family.
Hester Christen Davis of Butte, Montana, will you step
up and give a report of yourself?
Hester being a little shy said she was only in the Academy at Rollins, but after being assured that she still belongs in the 1908 period we finally dragged from her
that she had been a teacher for five years, and is now a
housewife, a mother and a caretaker and tag along of a
very busy lawyer of Butte, Montana who is also President of Rotary International. Mr. and Mrs. Davis are
now on a tour through Mexico, Central America and
Northern Countries of South America. They have three
children, Peggy who is Physical Education Instructor in
Helena High School, Tom, Jr. who is an instructor in the
U. S. Army aviation, and Shirley a junior in Butte High
School.
Eunice Baldwin Mclntosh of Santa Anna, Calif., come
forward. Now "Sunshine" what all has you been doin' these
last thirty-three years, Honey? Speak up.
After close questioning we found out that our former
little "Sunshine" is now a four time grandmother, not
noticeably gray, has all her own teeth, and an inward
Heavenborn joyousness which has surmounted the exigencies of rearing eight stalwart sons and daughters, and has
sent her forth as "Mother Mac" into the lives of many
hundreds of other young folk.
Eunice says if any of her classmates are California
bound a card to her at R. No. 4, Box 491, will arrange a
meeting and she will be glad to see them.
Space will not permit telling all the Mclntosh family
are tloing but we are proud to have such a member in our
class.
Fred Winder pool of Miami, Fla., come here and make
a statement of your deeds and mind well you tell all (that
you dare tell.)
You know how Fred is. no one likes to brag on themselves but he left Rollins and went to Atlanta and stayed
there until 1911 in the newspaper business and later in
the Insurance business. He then returned to Jacksonville
and spent some time travelling Florida as a special
agent. He fell in love with Miami and went into business
there with J. K. Horn, a Rollins alumnus, and then later
started out for himself. In 1940 he consolidated with the
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Green-Keyes, organization under the name of GreenKeyes-Vanderpool Agency, Inc.
Fred says his ultimate ambition is to retire to the old
home on Lake Maitland and enjoy a well earned rest near
Rollins.
Good old reliable Margaret Burleigh Vaughn, come
out from behind that cloak of modesty and tell us if you
are still as genial and thoughtful as you were in the good
old Rollins days? With reluctance Margaret came through
with the information that from 1908 to 1917 she was at
home in Tavares. Then as there was need for Home Demonstration Agents she took a course in Tallahassee and
then worked in Bradford County one year and in Lee
County 2y2 years. In 1924 she married Dr. Arthur P.
Vaughn a Presbyterian minister and went to Ft. Myers
two years, Avon Park, ten years. In 1936 to Punta Gorda
and the next year to Everglades where they remained until a year ago when they came to Ft. Myers to be with Dr.
Vaughn's invalid sister. No hobbies, no children, still sing
a little in Church.
William Sherman Hatch is present and reports that
most of the years were insnared in a tangle of business
activities which carried him to the four corners of our
country and into the Orient, but brought him neither
fame nor great fortune but much of happiness and friendships, with a brief interlude when he served overseas in
the first World War. Two sons have justified his living,
the older a graduate of Stanford University and now a
lieutenant in the Army Air Corps and the younger boy
a graduate of Mercersburg Academy and presently a
student at Stanford. He is looking forward to a gladsome
reunion of cherished memories when the Record reaches
him and brings into his home many dear friends of those
earlier Rollins days.
Marguerite Drennen, of Dummit Grove, Titusville,
Fla., is not present in class today, but she is the same
good looking red head, full of life and really doing
things on this big grove. Marguerite has been everywhere
and seen everything and after breaking thousands of
hearts has we hope settled down here to develop this
lovely old estate.
Mary Robinson is also absent from class but no doubt
she is very busy. Mary is a very well known and successful interior decorator in Orlando, Fla. and the same gracious girl you remember at Rollins.
Rube Blackburn of Tampa was in the other day and
was all puffed up about being a proud grandpa. He gave
us good reports of Walter Bettis and Emma Hudson
Bettis, also Barney Rhodes and Dick Morales. We hope
you will all come up to the dedication in February.
(Ed. note) Your secretary has been in Orlando since
Rollins days; very active; married Virginia Badger; no
children; with Dave Rogers, '09, ran the San Juan Garage for many years; was a member of the Orlando Utilities Commission; has served as General Manager of the
Orlando Utilities. In addition to his present duties with
the Orlando Utilities he is also a large grove owner.
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The Gay Nineties
Secretary: Henry B. Mowbray, 442
Chase Avenue, Winter Park, Florida.
Mrs. Ralph H. McKelvey (Helen Fairchild) and her husband are living at Road's
End, Cortez, Florida.
Mr. McKelvey is
head of the federal Florida Art project.
The many friends of Grace D. Bingham
of Daytona Beach will regret to hear of her
sudden death on October 1 in Waynesville,
North Carolina.
Word has been received of the death last
May of Gerard R. Franz at his sister's
home in Jacksonville.
Mrs. Edna Giles Fuller has been named
executive vice-chairman of the Florida Coordinating Commission to Defend America.
Dr. Alton B. Whitman was made a member of the American College of Dentists
at their annual meeting held in Houston,
Texas late in October. Dr. and Mrs. Whitman (Maud Neff) drove out to Houston
for the meeting.
Ernest Missildine spent a week in Winter Park in November visiting his brother,
Arthur. Mr. Missildine's home is in Tryon,
North Carolina.
Class of 1900
Secretary: D. Ashley Hooker, Box 183
San Clemente, California Forty-second
Reunion in 1942.
Harriett Layton visited her sister, Mrs.
C. F. Ward, in Winter Park for several
days late in October.
Class of 1907
Secretary: Berkeley Blackman, U. S.
Engineer's Office, Richmond, Virginia.
Thirty-eighth Reunion in 1945.
Mrs.
Braxton
Beacham
(Roberta
Branch) was recently elected President of
the Rosalind Club, Orlando's oldest and
most exclusive social club.
Class of 1909
Secretary: Arthur L. Slater, 13 King
Street, St. Augustine, Florida. Thirty-fifth
Reunion in 1944.
Joseph Y. Cheney of Tampa was recently elected secretary of the new Florida
Parole and Probation Board. Out of 288
applicants for membership on this Board
Mr. Cheney made the highest grade on the
examination.
Class of 1916
Secretary: Harriett E. Dyer, Box 566,
Hohokus, New Jersey. Twenty-sixth Reunion in 1942
James Blue has been transferred to Detroit, Michigan where he has been made
Sales Manager for the Tuscon Laboratories, Inc.
Class of 1918
Secretary: Anne Stone, Winter Park,
Florida. Twenty-fourth Reunion in 1942.
Mrs. James Winfield (Mildred Pearce)
of Lake City was on campus the middle of
October. She had been attending the State
Kiwanis convention with her husband.
Class of 1922
Secretary: Ruth Waldron Stone, (Mrs.
Alvord) 542 Suwanee Avenue, Tampa,
Florida. Twenty-fourth Reunion in 1946.
Frieda Siewert Williams (Mrs. Charles)
and her daughter were in Winter Park
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herman Siewert
over the Thanksgiving holidays.
Amelia Kendall writes from DeLand
that she is still teaching social science in
the High School there. Her reward for her
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work last year was a rating of her class in
the state placement test of 22 points higher than the state median. She had a grand
trip this summer in Yucatan and Cuba,
finishing the summer in Massachusetts.
Madaleine Appleby is spending the winter in Frostproof again this year. She is
looking forward to Alumni Day and the
Animated Magazine in February.
Evelyn Haynes leads a busy life. Two
years ago she and her mother started the
Huckleberry Mountain Artists Colony in
Hendersonville, N. C, where each summer
some fifty pupils and staff study creative
arts for two months. She lists many prominent people in attendance.
Dr. Grover
went up from Rollins and edited a Blue
Ridge Animated Magazine. Evelyn is now
spending a few months in Rockledge,
Fla., commuting back and forth to N. C.
and doing some free lance writing of her
own.
As for myself, my three children are in
different schools, and three P.T.A.s with
the Presidency of one, keep me hopping. I
still play the organ for the First Congregational Church here.
Alvord leads the life of a busy physician
and surgeon.
His chief relaxation is a
farm we have about five miles out on the
Hillsboro river where he can hunt, swim,
watch things grow and be away from the
never ending ringing of the telephone.
Class of 1923
Secretary?, Raymond W. Greene; Winter
Park, Florida. Twenty-second Reunion in
1945.
Francis Bridges, Jr., staff writer for the
Florida Times Union, received the six-year
appointment to the three-man State Probation and Parole Commission established
by the 1941 Florida Legislature. At the
organization meeting held in October Francis was elected chairman of the new commission.
Frank Waterman Palmer and Miss Margaret A. McMillian were married at the
home of the bride in Eustis, Florida on
October IS. Mr. and Mrs. Palmer are at
home in Eustis where Red is manager of
the Real Estate Department of Smith and
Harrison.
Class of 1925
Secretary: Rebecca
Caldwell,
Lake
Wales, Florida. Twenty-second Reunion in
1945.
Eleanor Sprague is on the staff of the
St. Luke's Hospital in New York City.
Class of 1927
Secretary: Jeannette Dickson Colado
(Mrs. Guy), Winter Park, Florida. Seventeenth Reunion in 1944.
Estelle Pipkorn Drought was recently
elected a member of the Board of Directors of the Rollins Club of Milwaukee.
Class of 1928
Secretary: Carter Bradford, Box 1470,
Orlando, Florida.
Sixteenth Reunion in
1944.
Allan Bartlett has accepted a call to the
Methodist Church in Jackson, Michigan.
He also preaches at a small church in
Vandercook, a suburb of Jackson.
FLASH—The "Red" Winderweedles are
proudly announcing the arrival on November 30 of a son, William Graham. Their
daughter, Cissy, is four and a half. Red is
a member of the Alumni Council and a
prominent lawyer in Winter Park.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Rhodes (June

Mosher) are announcing the birth of a
son in September at Esterville, Iowa.
Class of 1929
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 2620 loth
St., N. W'., Washington, D. C. Fifteenth
Reunion in 1944.
Russell and Helen (Foley) Fuller have
gone to Indianapolis where Russ is in
training for defense work.
Class of 1930
Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
Fourteenth Reunion in 1944.
There is not much news to report this
time, but what there is is good! On October 4th, Rebecca Lynn came to the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Morris P. Briley (Helen
Morrow) ; and two days later Laura Jane
arrived at the Comfort home in Miami—
Ethel Hahn Comfort. Congratulations.
Altho no word has come direct wc have
it on pretty good authority that Frost and
"H" Pipkorn Roehsler have a young hopeful. Perhaps they will have recovered sufficiently by next issue to send us the vital
statistics along with a picture for the
"Record."
Clementine Hall has accepted a position
with the National Broadcasting Company
in the continuity acceptance department in
the capacity of reader. For the past year
and a half "Peanuts" has been with the
Harold Strong Corp., financial advisors to
Rollins College, and while she says she
will terribly miss the close connection with
Rollins, she is quite thrilled over this opportunity to work with radio which has
always fascinated her no end. Congratulations and good luck.
The mother of Henrietta Kuhl Edwards
has just sent word that her daughter is
now living in Tallahassee where her husband is connected with the State Board of
Education. We were also told that Henrietta has a second son, William George,
aged two years. How about sending us a
picture of the two boys? Thanks be for
alumni mothers!
Verna Maxon Ballentine is now living in
her own newly built home on Davis Island
in Tampa. Now we know why she never
comes to Winter Park any more.
The Bach Choir is again privileged to
have Louise Howes Duckworth singing in
it again this season. Your secretary is kept
too busy as liberarian for the Choir to sing.
The Class scrap book has never come to
light, and we are just about to give up
hopes utterly and completely. And just to
think, it never got any farther than four
or five places.
Class of 1932
Secretary: Lucille Tolson Moore (Mrs.
William), 610 Butler Blvd., Daytona
Beach, Fla. Eleventh Reunion in 1943.
Vivian Mousselet is personnel manager
of Burdines in West Palm Beach.
Lottie Turner Cook (Mrs. A. Clinton)
represented Rollins at the installation of
Paul F. Douglass as president of American
University in Washington on October 10.
Announcements have been sent out proclaiming the arrival of "Wendy" at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Griffin (Gwen
Heilman). We don't know whether to call
"it" he or she, but we send congratulations anyway.
Ted Turner writes that the Turner identical twins, Laura and Elizabeth, will be
one year old on November 9. Teddy (III)
will be four next June. Ted and his family
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still live out in Corning, Iowa and he continues to farm. He represented Rollins at
the Drake University inauguration in October.
James Parks has gone with the American Steel Warehouse Association as statistican and assistant to Walter Doxsey,
Cleveland. Jim has been with Swift & Co.
for the past five years.
Harriet VanDame Watrous was elected
a member of the Board of Directors of the
Rollins Club of Milwaukee at a meeting
held during November.
Harriet has two
children, Billy who will be 3 in February,
and young Bobby just 3 months.
Class of 1933
Secretaries: Thelma VanBuskirk Douglas (Mrs. Henry), Box 5323, Seabreeze
Station, Daytona Beach, Fla.; Phillip Horlon, Oakwood Drive, Peekskill, N. V.
Tenth Reunion in 1943.
Announcements have been received of
the marriage on September 8 of Margaret
C. Moore of Willoughby, Ohio to Mr.
Richard Chapman Carver of New York
and South Hero, Vermont. Mr. and Mrs.
Carver are living at the Drury Club, Cleveland.
Another announcement is that of the
marriage on August 16 of Myrabelh
Reece to Mr. Hyland Hughes in Honolulu.
They are "at home" at 105 Lei Lane
(doesn't that sound romantic?) Army
Housing Hickam Field, Honolulu.
Polly Dudley Merriam with her husband and young daughter, Judy—just past
two— spent the latter part of October in
Massachusetts
visiting
relatives
and
friends. Polly and her family are living out
in St. Louis where Mr. Merriam is an engineer with the Monsanto Chemical Co.
Ed Libbey is now teaching school in
Kissimmee, Florida and is a member of
the Rollins' Bach chorus.
Watt and Virginia Marchman spent the
first Thanksgiving week end visiting their
families in Winter Park.
Class of 1934
Secretaries: Janet Gibney Morse (Mrs.
Stewart), South Coventry, Conn., and
Burleigh Drummond, Westinghouse Electrical Co., Atlanta, Ga. Ninth Reunion in
1943.
Ben Fawcett has been transferred to the
Republic Stamping and Enameling Co., in
Canton, Ohio and is living at home.
Ensign Robert Robertson has been called to active duty in the U. S. Navy and
was, late in September, assigned to the
Panama Canal Zone. Mrs. Robertson and
baby Gloria are dividing their time between Bob's parents in Orlando and her
parents in California.
Robert Barber is now with the United
Air Lines in New York City.
Ruth Harris Mayti and her family have
recently moved into a lovely new home in
Orlando which they built during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tone (Betty
Chilil.s) are announcing the birth on September 8 of a daughter, Sara Katharine,
at their home in Baldwin, L. I.
Earl and Jane (LeRoy) Beekman arc
announcing the arrival of Judv Ann on
October 17 at their home in Cranburv,
New Jersey. Earl is in the insurance business.
Here's one in the class who has really
been making a name for himself. Ralph
Tourtcllotte has been in YMCA work for
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the past 6 years. He is Assistant Physical
Director, coaches Worcester Junior College basketball, the "Y" Softball team and
the "Y" Senior Swimming team. He is
the director of Aquatic Activities, Volleyball Club, "Y" Club basketball and Softball, and Boxing and Fencing. Last year
his Senior Swimming team won the Massachusetts and Rhode Island YMCA
championship, defeating Boston at Boston. One of his boys broke three New England AAU records.
Three of his senior
swimmers competed in the National
YMCA meet at Ft. Wayne, Indiana where
one of them broke two national YMCA
records.
Ralph is another "proud Jack Tar"
carrying on that good old Rollins spirit in
the field of physical education.
Barton Mumaw, formerly a dance star
with Ted Shawn, is this year making a
solo dance tour throughout the U. S.
Class of 1935
Secretary: Blanche G. Fishback Galey
(Mrs. John), Charter Oak, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Seventh Reunion in 1942.
Nancy Cushman spent her early August
vacation up at Middlebury, Vermont.
Late in the summer George Rogers was
released from the army and returned to
New Hampshire. George was fortunate
enough to be appointed coach and teacher
at the High School in Franklin, N. H.
Emily Burks Sullivan and Flying Officer
John Paul Rowan of the Royal Canadian
Air Force were married in New York City
on the 24th of June.
They are now in
Manitoba, Canada where he is an officer
in the Royal Air Force Bombing and Gunnery School.

Need an address for that Christmas or New Year's greeting to Rollins Friends?
Your Alumni Office will be glad
to furnish it.

Class of 1937

Mr. and Mrs. Linton Malone are announcing the birth of a second daughter,
Berta Anne, at their home in Dublin,
Georgia. Mai is principal of the schools of
Dublin.
Jane (LeRoy) and Earl Beekman are
announcing the arrival of a daughter,
Judy Ann, on October 17.
Another announcement is that of the
birth on October 11 of Rust Macpherson
Deming to Olcott and Louise (Macpherso) Deming.
Olcott is a member of the
faculty at the Edgewood School, Greenwich, Connecticut.
Katharine Putnam Bowers was recently
elected co-chairman of the Board of Directors for the Rollins Club of Milwaukee.
Watt and Virginia Marchman spent the
first Thanksgiving week end visiting their
families in Winter Park.
Class of 1936
Secretary: Helen Jackson, 226 Park
Ave., Swarthmore, Pa. Sixth Reunion in
1942.
Jean Parker was heard recently over the
Columbia Broadcasting Company's "Spirit
of '41". She was one of three or four interviewed in a room where the approach of
hostile aircraft is plotted on a large control map.
Cleveland Mclnnis is now in Chatta-
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nooga, Tennessee where he has a position
with the Government in the Electric Farm
and Home Authority. Cleveland and Mrs.
Mclnnis live out on Lookout Mountain.
Betty Test Davis and her family are
now in Chicago.
Annette Twitchell is being married to
William Whiting of Owatonna, Minnesota
on December 27.
Ernestine Hills and Mr. Richard Hawkins of Boston were married at the New
North Church, Hingham, on October 4.
Mr. Hawkins is a graduate of M.I.T.
You really should have seen the High
Point, North Carolina, Enterprise of September 23 ! It carried in screaming headlines across the front page the announcement of the birth of a 6% lb. girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Soc Chakales. The young lady
has been named Charlotte.
Arthur and Dorothea (Breck) Dear are
announcing the birth of a daughter, Danielle, on November 6 at their home in
River Edge, New Jersey. Danielle is their
second child, young Arthur Tyrrel III being three years old.
Virginia Lee Gettys Tyrrell with her
husband and young son have just recently
settled in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Mr.
Tyrrell is connected with the British Consular service and until last Spring was in
Canton, China. Late in June he was sent
to San Francisco and now he has been
sent to Boston.
We hope Virginia will
write us more fully of some of her experiences.
Mary Nohl is teaching in the High
School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Mary
has just recently been elected to the Board
of the Rollins Club of Milwaukee.
Ileen Campbell Bush and her husband
have recently moved to Augusta, Georgia.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde P. Lasbury (Leah
Jeanne Bartlett) are announcing the birth
of a girl, Cherick Bartlett, on November
21 at the Hartford Hospital.
Secretary: Grace Terry Marshall (Mrs.
Nelson), Univ. of Conn., Starrs, Conn.
Fifth Reunion in 1942.
John Fluno is with the U. S. Public
Health Service in Washington, D. C. After
a few weeks training at the National Institute of Health he will be sent out into
the field.
Marcelle Hammond is working in Stern's
during the day and is singing at the Cherry
Lane Theatre at night. Marcelle likes New
York City!
Helene Keywan is with the Arthur Murray Dance Studio in New York City.
Mary Diehl Shtdl and her husband have
just recently moved into their lovely new
home in Columbus, Ohio.
Dick Lee successfully passed the New
York Bar exams during the summer.
Ralph Gibbs writes of a "new job" over
in Framingham, Massachusetts but doesn't
say what it is.
Louise (Macpherson) and Olcott Deming are announcing the birth of a son, Rust
Macpherson, on October 11, at their home
in Greenwich, Connecticut.
The J. Raymond Murphys (Alice Batten) are now out in Racine, Wisconsin.
Paul Aiter, plane patrol commander
stationed at Floyd Bennett Field in
Brooklyn, was recently pictured in a Paramount News feature as one of the flyers
who is participating in convoying ships
to Iceland by way of Newfoundland.
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Class of 1938
Secretary: Opal Peters, 464 Central
Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut. Fifth
Reunion in 1943.
The engagement and approaching marriage of Frances Robinson to Mr. Frederick Leslie Michel of Philadelphia has been
announced by Breezie's Mother. The wedding will take place in March. Mr. Michel
was graduated from Oberlin College.
Word has been received of the marriage
last May of Isabel Moberly to Mr. Robert
Neely Ferrer. Isabel is now living in Philadelphia.
Announcements have been received of
the wedding on September 13 of Fentress
Gardner and Mila Gibbons. The wedding
took place at Kimburton Farms, Kimburton, Pennsylvania.
Fentress is with the
104th Cavalry and stationed at Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania. Mrs. Gardner
was assistant instructor in the dance at
Rollins and is living in Princeton, New
Jersey.
Other Fall marriage is that of Barbara
Hill and Mr. David Cecil Walter Charters
on October 21 at the Church of the Transfiguration, New York City. Barbara is a
member of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority.
They will live at Cambridge-Beaches,
Somerset, Bermuda.
Patricia Guppy and Richard Becerra
were married recently according to word
received from Pat.
Pat and Dick have
similar backgrounds having been raised on
the island of Trinidad and in the United
States. Dick is an engineer and is working
on the American Base at Fort Read. Pat
is also working for the Construction company and keeping house. Pat says "working on the Base down here, as you can
guess, is extremely interesting—watching
a patch of vigorous American civilization
being hacked out of the midst of the jungle affords a thrill that has to be experienced to be realized."
Emily Showalter May and her husband
have moved to Gainesville, Georgia.
Bill Schultz and his wife have moved to
Miami where Bill was transferred with the
Eastern Air Line.
Lew Wallace is now with the Diamond
Alkali Company at Painesville, Ohio.
Bill Page was on campus in November
while he was appearing in a musical comedy that performed in Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Rainwater are announcing the birth of a daughter, Sally
Brown, on September 24. Brown is with
the Coca-Cola Company in Pensacola.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Stoltzer (Catharine
Burdette) are announcing the birth of a
daughter, Charlmane Celie in July. They
are living at Crystal City, Missouri.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Lander (Elizabeth Short) are announcing the birth of a
son, David Henry L., on June 18.
Jose Rodriguez writes ihat he has a
daughter now about seven months old, but
does not tell us her name. Jose is in the
Publicity Department of General Motors
in Mexico City and is working very hard,
but he adds "I think I am lucky in these
days of difficulties and misery."
We hear that Jack Rich is teaching out
in the Mcjanet School in Sun Valley,
Idaho. Lucky man!
Word has reached us in a round about
way that Nan Poeller Norton (Mrs. Calhoun) has a brown-eyed son, Michael,
born July 22.
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Lovejoy, Jr.,
(Jeanne B. Gillette) are announcing the
birth of a boy, Thomas E. Lovejoy, III.
The young man was born on August 22
at their home in Rye, New York.
Word comes to us that Lee Oldham is
teaching first grade in the school of the
Lago Oil and Transport Ltd. in Oruba,
N.W.I., 25 miles off Venezuela.
Class of 1939
Secretary: Frances Daniel, P. 0. Box
836, Orlando, Florida. Fifth Reunion in
1944.
My "come hither" letters seem to lose
their allure but it was fun getting the
few replies.
Augusta Yust Hume wrote a volume
which covered part of the middle west
for the 39ers.
Dick Camp is in St. Louis working for
Monsanto Chemical Company in addition
to doing research in a laboratory in East
St. Louis. He is staying at the KA house
at Washington University.
Frank "Pappy" Daunis is a sergeant in
the army but is expecting to be released
in time to get to Warren and Gus for
Christmas turkey.

Pictures Wanted
Please, please do not be modest!
The Alumni Office appeals to all
Rollins Alumni parents to send pictures of their children, 6 or under,
for inclusion on the baby page of
the Alumni Record. Snap shots are
fine, but must be glossy prints and
clear so they will reproduce well.
Pictures will be printed in the order
received at the Alumni Office.
More marriages are being announced in
the Class of 1939. First there is Ruth Lincoln who was married to Mr. Benjamin
Franklin Boan in the Erskine Memorial
Chapel in Tryon, North Carolina, on the
evening of October 25.
Ruth's father,
Rev. C. Arthur Lincoln, Rollins '01, performed the ceremony. She was given in
marriage by her uncle and her sister Barbara was her maid of honor. Ruth wore
her mother's wedding dress of ivory liberty satin. A reception was held at the
Tryon Country Club.
Mr. Boan is connected with the Citizens National Bank of
Bedford, Virginia.
Marion T. Mclnnis and Virginia Anne
Rood were married on August 24 in the
First Presbyterian Church in Bradenton.
Mrs. Mclnnis is a graduate of Florida
State College for Women in the Class of
'39. They are living in Sarasota where
"Snooks" is football coach at the High
School.
Ann Earl writes that she will be marmied Christmas Day in St. Petersburg to
Wm. H. Pollard Jr. of Beloit, Wisconsin.
Mr. Pollard received his Batchelors from
University of Wisconsin and will receive
his MD there June 1, 1942. After July
first they will live in Duluth, Minnesota
where he will intern at St. Lukes Hospital.
Best wishes to you Ann!
Bruce McCreary is now a chemist with
Dupont in their Charlestown laboratory.
Bruce is continuing his interest in the
theatre. He is back stage of several little
theatres and has written a one act play
which is to be presented this spring. Bruce

visited in Winter Park for a week and was
much impressed with the new additions
to the campus.
Ollie Dougherty, coaching at New Port
Richey, writes that his football team won
the Gulf Coast Conference Championship
this year. A side light is that Ollie's team
beat the Bushnell team of which his
brother Bill is the coach.
Eloise "Skippy" Arnold is going to business school in Orlando.
Hal Brady is insuring the folks around
Leesburg and attending the Rollins games
in Orlando.
At the Rollins-Presbyterian game we
nearly swooned out of our seat when
Tommy Costello sat down beside me. He
said that he had the week-end off from
his Red Cross work in the middle west
where he is teaching first aid in the army
camps.
Edna Harmon is still a deputy with the
Federal Government in Miami. She was in
Orlando in October for Federal Court.
Jack Justice writes from Fingal, Canada
where he is training for the RCAF that
food is rationed there and American cigarettes impossible to get.
Florence Swift Durrance is leading an
active club life in Gainesville, Florida.
We hear that Elsie Moore is doing social work in Alabama.
It is now Corporal Robert Hayes. Bob
is with the Orlando Army Air Base in
their Public Relations Department.
Bill Scheu has been transferred to Jacksonville from Atlanta and has been made
Manager of the Electric Writing Machine
Division in the Jacksonville Office of International Business Machines.
Fred Liberman is a press agent for the
20th Century Fox Company in Philadelphia.
Jean McNitt Brand (Mrs. Eugene L.)
writes from their small farm just out of
North Canton, Ohio, about the arrival of
Margaret Anita on July 15. Jean's husband is with the Goodyear Aircraft.
George Fuller writes from Ft. Belvoir,
Va., saying he is in the engineering department and in three months is supposed
to be an engineer. George says it is quite
different from the radio work, but it's fun
being in the same Camp with Jack Makemson.
Paul Welch is with the navy and is stationed at Norfolk, Virginia. He may leave
soon for duty in Iceland.
Word has been received of the marriage
on September 27 of Jane Forte to Mr.
Henry W. Fisher. Jane and her husband
are now in New York City but expect soon
to be sent to Key West, Florida. Sounds
like the army!
Class of 1940
Secretary: Lois Sue Terry Boswell, Jr.,
(Mrs. C. Edwin), 3601 San Pedro, Tampa,
Florida. Fifth Reunion in 1945.
Ely Haimowitz has been awarded a
Fellowship in piano at the Julliard School
of Music in New York City. This is an
outstanding honor—congratulations, Ely.
Vicky (Morgan) and Jack Harris are
moving into a new home they have just
completed on Bonita Drive in Winter
Park.
Joe D. Hanna, Jr., recently graduated
from Parks Air College and will now go to
Randolph Field in Texas.
Paul Bouton, Jr., has enlisted in the
Army Air Corps and reported to Maxwell
Field early in November. Since graduation
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Paul has been on the coaching staff of the
Orlando Senior High School.
Anne Kruse is taking post graduate work
in Library Science at Florida State College
for Women. Anne was on campus for Sue
Terry's wedding, September 28.
Mrs. Waller Ward (Lillian Conn) spent
a short vacation in Winter Park this past
November.
Tom and Anne {Mitchell) Phillips have
just completed a beautiful new home on
Lake Osceola in Winter Park. Tom is in
business in Orlando.
Class of 1941
Secretary: Nancy Locke Johnson (Mrs.
Joe D.) 404 South Westland, Tampa, Fla.
Fifth Reunion in 1946.
Lou Bethea and the new Mrs. (Elsa Jensen,) are beginning their married life in
Tampa where Lou is managing the Jensen
Men's Shop. They have bought a home
and are having fun redecorating it.
Manny Brankert has gone into the Air
Corps somewhere in Georgia.
Mrs. William Daughterty
(Barbara
Brock) is keeping Bushnell, Florida under
control. Willie is coaching there and Barb
is doing some substitute teaching every
now and then.
Jack "Bucky" Buckwalter is back at
Rollins assisting in the dramatics department.
Bill Collins is in the Maintenance Department at the Riddle-McKay Flying
Field in Clewiston, Florida.
Reports had it that Uncle Sam had Bob
Davis but that's not at all so because Bob
is working for his father in Erie, Pennsyl\ ania.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harris (Vicky Harris) are moving into a new home they have
just completed on Bonita Drive in Winter Park.
Jack is working for Claude
Wolfe in Orlando.
Betty Mackemer is in New York City
attending Columbia University.
We hear that Manny Erlich is with the
Little Carnegie Theatre in New York City,
but there are no more details.
"The erstwhile Greek", Sir John Giantonio is employed with the American Vitified Products Company, Plant 25, Barberton, Ohio.
Jess Gregg is still soaring as an author.
He has sold a story to "Esquire" and is
now studying at the Yale Dramatics
School.
Bill Harms is stationed at the Army
Medical Center in Washington, D. C,
where he is working in the capacity of an
instructor in Histology and technician in
the Parasitology Department.
Charlotte Stout and Thomas Benjamin
Hooker were married informally on the
morning of October 4. They are living in
K&nkakee, 111., where Mr. Hooker is connected with DuPont. Congratulations and
best wishes.
Then there are the Bud Hoovers who
are making everyone envious of their new
home in Canton, Ohio.
We are happy to hear that Luis Hortal
is working on the South American edition
of the "Reader's Digest."
And Dm/lev
Darling is dittoing with the "Life" and
"Time" organization.
Sally (Hodgden) and Clyde Jones are
living in Winter Park and Clyde is assistant coach and history teacher at Orlando Senior High School.
Also on the
coaching staff is Chappy Lawton who is
line coach replacing Uncle Boo (Paul)
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Bouton. Paul has been called to active
duty in the Air Corps.
Caroline Mills' engagement to Don Riddle has been announced and no definite
date has been set for the wedding.
Among those really working is Frances
Montgomery who is enrolled in the Retailing course at New York University which
gives her an M. A. at the end of the year.
Frances attends classes in the morning and
works at "Lord and Taylor's" in the afternoon.
Luverne Phillips is teaching music in the
public schools of Baker, Florida.
Our illustrious president, Ted Pitman, is
leading a busy life. He is an Ensign in the
U. S. Naval Reserve and is attached to
the Inshore Patrol in the First Naval District. Although he cannot give us much
information, he does say that he has been
on a mine sweeper and several converted
yachts. Ted has also been attending Officers' Training School.
We hear that Eleanor Rand has returned to her home in Plymouth, New
Hampshire after working temporarily with
the New York Telephone Company.
Campus visitors during November were
Betty Scott and Dick Wesson.
Dick is
working in New Haven, Connecticut where
he is an Ordinance Inspector in war materials for the Hartford Ordinance District.

There will be an ALL CLASS
ANNUAL or PERPETUAL SCRAP
BOOK of Students through the
years on display in the new Alumni
House.
We solicit any old pictures which
you will contribute. Group pictures
will be particularly welcome as will
good informal snapshots.
Please write dates, occasion and
names on back of each picture submitted.
The army has Warren Siddall but where
and when we do not know.
"Supervisor of Regulation" at the Children's Aid Society, Milhank Home for
Convalescent Boys at Valhall, New York
is the new title which Rudy Toch has obtained. From all reports he seems to enjoy
his work very much.
Gracia Tuttle is living" in Scarsdale, New
York and is working temporarily in a gift
shop there. We were all terribly sorry to
hear of the death of her mother in June.
Minter Westfall is attending Cornell
where he is taking a major in Entomology
and a minor in general zoology and ornithology.
Ralph Harrington is in the Army Air
Corps station at Bonham, Texas. His many
friends will regret to learn of the death of
his brother, Max, in Panama October 21
when his bomber crashed.
Ralph came
home for the Memorial service in the
chapel for Max.
(Editor's Note)
Nancy Locke Johnson is now living in
Tampa and loves it. Buck was transferred
there from Jacksonville early in November.
Jean Tilghman and Gary Thomas Todd
were married on October 11 in the Trinity
Methodist Church of Salisbury, Maryland.
A reception at the home of the bride's
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parents followed the ceremony.
After a
wedding trip to New York they are now
"at home" in the Northwood Apartments,
Baltimore. Mr. Todd is a graduate of the
University of Maryland and a member of
Kappa Alpha.
Helen (Swalstead) and Bill Schultz are
now living in Miami where Bill was transferred with the Eastern Air Line.
Fred Kasten was elected co-chairman of
the Board of Directors of the Rollins Club
of Milwaukee at a recent meeting. Fred is
on a very interesting project—more in another issue.
Class of 1942
The many friends of Deedee Hoenig,
whose stage name is Irene Corlett, will be
interested to learn that she has been given
the part of Belle in the Theatre Guild revival of "Ah, Wilderness," stepping into
the part the latter part of November and
is now on tour, opening in Detroit.
Announcements have been received of
the marriage on July 19 of Mary Ellen
Wynne to Mr. Franklin French Kidd, Jr.,
in Washington, D. C. They are living at
S813 Fourteenth St., Washington.
Announcements have been received of
the marriage on July 19 of Arline Kaye
to Dr. William M. Howden. The marriage
took place in Miami Beach and they are
at home at 707 S. W. 21st Ave., Miami.
Bud Gridley was visiting on campus the
middle of November. Bud was on his way
to Scott Field, Illinois where he expects to
take up Radio Communication.
Jack Keller was graduated on September 26 from the Air Corps Advanced Flying School, Craig Field, Selma, Alabama
with the rank of second lieutenant. Jack
has been retained at Craig Field as an instructor.
Dejay Shriner joined the Air Corps in
June taking his preliminary work at the
Missouri Institute of Aeronautics at Sikeston. Then he was sent to Goodfello.w Field
in San Angelo, Texas. Dejay got sick leave
following his dismissal from the hospital
in October and visited the Rollins campus
for several days. He is now back at Goodfellow Field as a Flying Cadet.
Donald Riddle is attending training
school in St. Petersburg for the Western
Union Telegraph Company.
Lynn Naught is attending the University
of Syracuse and hopes to go on to graduate work at Columbia University come
next Fall.
Frances Smith was a bridesmaid in the
wedding of Jean Tilghman on October 11
over in Salisbury, Maryland.
Jack Wagner is now in Norfolk, West
Virginia on one of the air plane carriers.
Olive Callaway is taking her final year
at the University of Wisconsin in Madison.
Olive is a member of Alpha Xi Delta.

ALUMNI
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RECORD

The following message came (and not collect either) from our busy Alumni President just as the issue
went to -press.
J
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ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

Send the following telegram, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

MP A 10 327 NT 1/169—PITTSBURGH, PENN., DEC. 5, 1941
KATHERINE L. LEHMAN
ROLLINS COLLEGE
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION THIS PAST YEAR HAS BEEN MAKING
EVERY EFFORT TO LET EACH MEMBER KNOW THAT IT IS AN ALIVE
AND VITAL FORCE — THE ONE REAL TIE BETWEEN THE ROLLINS OF
YESTERDAY, AS KNOWN AND LOVED BY ITS MEMBERS, AND THE
ROLLINS OF TODAY. THE ASSOCIATION HAS ATTEMPTED TO DO ITS
PART THROUGH THE ALUMNI RECORD AS WELL AS OTHER MEANS TO
KEEP EACH OF ITS MEMBERS AWARE OF WHAT HAS BEEN TRANSPIRING AT THE COLLEGE AND WHAT HAS BEEN HAPPENING TO HIS
OR HER OWN CLASSMATES. UNFORTUNATELY SOME OF THE MEMBERS HAVE NOT MADE THIS TASK ANY EASIER. ALL OF US ENJOY
READING THE NEWS WITH RESPECT TO OUR CONTEMPORARIES IN
THE CLASS NOTE SECTION OF THE RECORD, AND ONLY BY SECURING THE COOPERATION OF EACH MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION
WITH HIS OR HER OWN CLASS SECRETARY CAN A TRUE PICTURE BE
PRESENTED OF THE PRESENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES OF OUR OLD
FRIENDS PLEASE, THEREFORE, PUT ASIDE FOR A FEW MINUTES
WHATEVER YOU ARE ENGAGED IN WHEN YOU RECEIVE, AS YOU
WILL A POSTAL CARD FROM YOUR OWN CLASS SECRETARY AND
WRITE IN DETAIL WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN DOING. IF YOU COOPERATE
IN THIS WAY THE RECORD WILL BECOME MUCH MORE READABLE
AND INTERESTING TO ALL ITS READERS.
FOUNDERS WEEK THIS COMING YEAR IS OF SPECIAL IMPORTANCE TO ALL ALUMNI. AS THE NEW ALUMNI HOUSE QUARTERS IN
THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING FOR WHICH WE HAVE ALL WORKED
SO HARD WILL BE FORMALLY OPENED AND DEDICATED DURING
THAT WEEK WE HAVE ALL LONG LOOKED FORWARD TO THIS
EVENT AND IF EACH OF US MAKES A CONSCIENTIOUS EFFORT TO
BE PRESENT FOR THE DEDICATION WE WILL HAVE THE LARGEST
AND BEST TURN OUT FOR THE BIGGEST EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF
THE ASSOCIATION SO IF ITS YOUR FIRST, FIFTH. TENTH, TWENTYFIFTH OR ANY OTHER CLASS REUNION PLAN TO ATTEND THE DEDICATION FOUNDERS WEEK AND HELP MAKE IT A REAL SUCCESS.
TOM JOHNSON.

DECEMBER,

1941
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BALLOT FOR NOMINATIONS
Of Officers in the

Alumni Association of Rollins College
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

PLEASE READ BEFORE NOMINATING!
Take an interest and take a hand in the n omination of the officers of YOUR Alumni
Association. Nominations are no longer in the hands of a local committee. Each alumnus regardless of residence has the privilege and responsibility of naming the leaders
for next year.
The following information is given for your guidance in placing your nominations.
He is the executive head of the Association. A special requirement of this office is that
the President be in Winter Park at least on Alumni Day of Founders Week for the annual
meeting. Thomas P. Johnson, '34, has served during the past year.

PRESIDENT:

VICE-PRESIDENT :

The Vice-President shall be i n charge of the annual Alumni Fund.
phens, '31, has served during the past year.
The Executive Secretary has for several years filled this office.
man, '27, has been executive secretary for ten years.

SECRETARY:

Robert Ste-

Katharine Lewis Leh-

The Assistant Treasurer of the College has filled this position. Frederic H. Ward, '21,
has served as Treasurer of the Alumni Association for eighteen years.

TREASURER:

It is necessary that these committeemen be close enough to Winter Park to
meet on short notice and decide such matters of policy as may raise for immediate decision between annual meetings. Members of this committee who have served during the past year are
as follows: Raymond W. Greene, '23, Hugh McKean, '0, "Red" Winderweedle, '28, Helen
Steinmetz, '04.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

THESE NOMINATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY JANUARY 11, 1942.

